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What are Cookies?  

Cookies are small text files that are stored on the browser or hard drive of your computer or mobile 

device when you visit a web page or application. Cookies are widely used to make websites work 

more efficiently for users, as well as to provide evidence to the website’s operators. Most web 
browsers automatically accept cookies, but should you not wish to have information collected in this 

way, you can configure settings within your browser to disable or accept cookies. For further 

information on how to control cookies in your browser, including enabling, blocking, clearing, and 

disabling, please refer to ICO Cookies Control.  

 

Consent to Use Cookies  

These cookies require your consent, which we seek through the consent banner you encounter 

when you visit our web pages, in-line with the opt-in requirements on Cookie Law in GDPR and all 

other regulations and legislation. To opt-out of persistent cookies, please select ‘decline’ when the 
cookie consent banner appears, if you have already opted-in and now wish to opt-out, please email 

– ingemar@hunningsconsultancy.co.uk informing us of your request.  

Types of Cookies  

Session - A session cookie exists only when you are reading or navigating the website. Upon closing 

the web browser, these cookies are removed. 

Persistent - A persistent cookie exists on your computer until a future date; for instance, the cookie 

expiry date could set as 1 year, and each time a website is accessed over this period, our website will 

access this cookie.  

Third Party - These are implemented by third party websites with the aim of collecting certain 

information to carry out various research into behavioural, demographic, and other analytical 

information, which we use to deliver the best possible user experience.  

Policies are periodically reviewed to ensure compliance with the current compliance environment.  

For questions relating to this policy, please contact ingemar@hunningsconsultancy.co.uk 


